Abstract-Additional structure within free texts can be utilized to assist in identification of matching items and can benefit many intelligent text pattern recognition applications. This paper presents an incremental evolving fuzzy grammar (IEFG) method that focuses on the learning of underlying text fragment patterns and provides an efficient fuzzy grammar representation that exploits both syntactic and semantic properties. This notion is quantified via (i) fuzzy membership which measures the degree of membership for a text fragment in a semantic grammar class and (ii) fuzzy grammar similarity which estimates the similarity between two grammars (iii) grammar combination which combines and generalizes the grammar at a minimal generalization. 
System (available at www.nctc.gov) that use different styles of representing particular text fragments (i.e date, time and victim). Each summary reports the incidents with their details which have some similarities across them but with slight variation. The 'date' fragments in bold font are easily detected because their structure across all three examples is similar in the form <date><month><year>. The 'time expression' segments are underlined while the fragments mentioning 'victims' of incidents are in bold and italic font. The pattern of time expressions here are more difficult but can be represented by <at><about><time><ampm> and <at><day split>. The 'victim' text fragment contains more properties but human readers can conclude the victims are mentioned when destructions such as killings are involved.
Generally the atomic specification of these fragment patterns depend on their context defined by human perspective and biased by their experience and goal. Humans are able to recognize immediately segments of texts such as addresses, dates and times, names of products, people, as well as simple sentence forms such as questions, complaints, and news but are not necessarily able to define a universal pattern. Automatic determination of different representations of real-world objects stored in a data source have received many facets of study namely record linkage [3] , merge/purge, reference reconciliation, entity resolution, conceptual/schema mapping [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , data integration [9] and duplicate detection [10] .
The regular expression (regex) [11] based parser is sufficient in providing a concise and flexible means for examining text and matching strings of text according to a provided specification. However, the regex technique requires a lot of human effort and demands high concentration of the human to provide a thorough specification covering the patterns. This can be challenging especially when dealing with more varied text patterns such as the victim fragment detection. This problem raises the
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Nurfadhlina Mohd Sharef, Yun Shen need for learning patterns of similar texts whose structures are not identical. To automate the learning and to produce results understandable to users requires a way of mapping one to another and preferably mapping both into the classes most convenient to a user. Mathematical terms are defined by precise expressions while human language is defined by use and experience. This work build upon the ideas introduced in [12] [13] [14] [15] to learn the underlying grammar patterns of similar texts; exploiting both syntactic and semantic properties. This notion is quantified via fuzzy membership which measures the degree to which a text fragment belongs to a semantic grammar class and fuzzy grammar similarity which estimates the similarity between two grammars. The important pillars in the grammar approach are (i) Two words are similar if they are synonyms (ii) Most grammar concepts are graduated or have a degree of membership. The grammar derivation process represents a graded degree of membership between the raw text fragment and its derived grammar forms (iii) Combination are done with the most similar pair of source and target grammar (iv) Only one pair is allowed to evolve in each learning cycle.
The essences of the study are (i) representing the textual grammar in a standard format including determining grammar similarities, then combining common grammars and identifying interchangeable sections (ii) learning and adapting immediately when a new instance is added (iii) generating grammar rules that are independent of training order. There are two major issues addressed with the text fragment extraction: (i) How to acquire the grammar fragments for this task? (ii) How to recognize these fragments in unstructured text?
The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, is the overview of incremental evolving fuzzy grammar learning its practicality demonstrated using data from Worldwide Incidents Track System (WITS). Second, we present an available XML corpus as a benchmark for text fragment learning scheme. Third, we present the framework and result of the experiment. This paper is distinguished from earlier related works [12] [13] [14] [15] by giving more focus on practicality and evaluation of the efficiency of incremental evolving technique used in IEFG as text fragments extractor in various modes of data structure; (i) time expression which in this corpus has a rigid structure and little variation (ii) incident event types such as bombing, armed attack and arson which are fuzzy by nature and (iii) numerical and interval valued data in wounded and dead count which involves (iv) victim types identification. The paper has proven that evolving fuzzy grammar fragment method is a valuable approach for intelligent text applications and can provide means of studying alternative patterns of loosestructured texts.
II. FUZZY GRAMMAR FRAGMENTS LEARNING
In formal semantics, computer science and linguistics, a formal grammar (also called formation rules) is a precise description of a formal language-that is, of a set of strings over some alphabet. In other words, a grammar describes which of the possible sequences of symbols (strings) in a language constitute valid words or statements in that language, but it does not describe their semantics (i.e. what they mean). In our work, small sections of texts are converted into a more structured form and labeled with grammars. Grammar fragment extraction is defined in this research as the extraction of text fragments that comply with the grammar sets. Given a sentence, we want to know (i) if part of it conforms to the grammar (ii) which fragment in the sentence complies with the grammar (iii) the degree to which it complies with the grammar.
The ultimate goal of this work is the generation of a set of concise and compact grammars for a domain. Therefore the challenge is to generalize and combine similar grammars while marking interchangeable segments. The grammar fragment learning is split into three subproblems (i) grammar representation aspect where a set of concise grammars are evolved (ii) immediate adaptation when new fragments are seen (iii) robust and equal parsing regardless of the permutation of training instances.
The algorithm features equivalent parsing of combined grammars regardless of its dataset permutation which makes it order independent and has the following properties: (i) cost-based ordering where combination result that has the least upper bound is chosen from the set of possible combinations between the grammars (ii) position sensitive where combination is executed if the change between the pair is at a matching location (iii) single alteration to overgeneralisation.
A. Syntactic Grammatical Approach
A formal language model is usually used to understand linguistic patterns from texts. However, this method is normally well-suited for texts that are in complete grammatical form i.e part-of-speech [16] . It should be noted that the focus of our research is on text fragments which often exists in more casual texts, and are usually shorter in length and do not necessarily follow formal grammatical rules. Therefore, a complete language model which is also usually domain-dependent is difficult to derive.
Instead, a context-free grammar is used to encode human understanding of the data. Users are allowed to generate simple grammars from sample sets. This requires a degree of background knowledge to identify common word sets that belongs to the set of data. For example, if a user wants to define a grammar fragment name 'streetname', two possible terminal grammars need to be created; (i) anyword, which could be a regular expression definition that takes any nonnumeric string and (ii) streetEnd, which could be composed of road, street and lane. Then the grammar definition goes streetname:=aw-streetEnd where '-' denotes concatenation. Each grammar is a tree of known token types which correspond to a set of string types. A grammar expresses (to some degree) the symbolic representation of a string by mapping it to a structured concept vocabulary. A grammar can be divided into terminal tokens such as number, street ending, product class and non-terminal tokens such as post code and problem description. The relationship between the grammars can be represented in a partial order table to guide in the generalization task. The use of a Context-Free-Grammar (CFG) [17] significantly reduces the complexities of natural language processing by focusing on domain specific structure as opposed to analyzing the semantics of a given language. The fuzzy parsing concept allows for learning of the patterns in the strings and can be seen as an extension of sequence matching, in which: i) we allow one sequence to be defined by a grammar, so that the matching process is potentially more complex and ii) we allow the standard edit operations (insert, delete, substitute) on the string in order to make it conform to the grammar. This simplifies the similarity estimation task for non-identical words which is in the same grammar class. Similar to concept identification, the grammar derivation defines meaningful units from a sentence by tagging atomic expressions by referring to a set of controlled conceptual grammar classes and their instances. A partial order table (if available) is used to choose the more specific definition to preserve the hierarchical relationship of the expressions. The fuzzy grammar similarity (Cost) is loosely inspired by Levenshtein edit distance and implemented in dynamic programming. It estimates the degree of similarity between a source and target grammar and determine changes needed to make the grammars have equal parsing. It is represented by the number of each operation <insertion,deletion,substitute>. High Cost means more changes needed thus less similarity between the grammar pairs. Table 1 shows an example of a grammar edit distance operation between a source and target grammar. The Source Grammar (SG)='Number Word Word Streetending placename' can parse '21, Queen Elizabeth Road, Bristol'. Similarly, the Target Grammar (TG)='Number Placename Streetending Placename Countyname' can parse '324 Bath Road, Ipswich, Suffolk'. Cost(SG,TG) is a triple similarity value <1,1,1>.
B. Grammar Combination
This research has progressed into investigation of combination methods that fulfilled all the specified requirements. The maximal grammar [14] combination allows combination of grammars regardless of the grammar distances. However, this method is shown to produce unseen grammars, prone towards overgeneralization and is order dependent. On the other hand, the minimal combination method [15, 18] allows combination of grammars when the grammar pairs are differed by 1 change (determined by the Cost function). It is a specific case of the flexible combination method presented in this paper which provides more compact grammar by allowing combination of grammars even when there is contiguous element change needed, and as long as there is only one type of change between the source and target.
The incremental learning process is described in Figure 2 .
Step (1) is the grammar derivation process while step (2) is the process of obtaining gt i , the best existing grammar (lowest cost) that can parse the new string. The evolution process will not be executed if the string is parsed by an existing grammar (i.e. totalCost is 0 at stage 3). Otherwise, a combined grammar will be created if the totalCost of overlap between gs j (the derived grammar from the new string) and gt i and vice versa is equal to 1 and the change is at the same position. To support minimal generalization with enough coverage of parsing, the result of the combination is chosen from the smallest Cost between Combine(gs j ,gt i ) and Combine(gt i, gs j ). gs j replaces gt i if it is more general than gt i . No change is done if gt i is more general than gs j . Finally if the totalCost between gs j and gt i and vice versa is bigger than 1 or the position of change is not at a matching place, then the derived grammar gsj will be added into GT. Table 2 provides the examples of permitted grammar combination based on the flexible combination method. Given a Source Grammar, SG and Target Grammar, TG Cost(SG,TG) is the cost of changing SG so that it can be parsed by TG. A set of combination operations guide the action needed to combine the grammars. Operation insert indicates that elements from SG are added into TG with optional tags (marked with ' [14] ') while delete operation indicates that elements from TG are added into SG with optional tags. Merge operation indicates that TG is more general than SG so TG replace SG. In create operation a Let S={s1,s2,…,si,…,sn} be a finite permutation ( i.e. an ordered set) of example strings, GSk={gs1,gs2,…,gsj,…,gsk}be the set of derived grammars from the first k examples where gsj=derivedGrammar(sj) and let GTm={gt1,gt2,…,gti,…,gtm}be the set of combined grammars from the first k examples (note that m≤k). For the jth example string the incremental evolution proceeds as follows: IF statCombine=true the grammar collection is updated: 
sub-grammar is created to represent the interchangeable element(s). All equal parts are copied. Combination will only be executed if the result of combination is equal from source to target. Given a source grammar 'w-se' and target grammar 'w-n-pn-se', the combined grammar should be represented as 'w-[G0]-se' with the new symbol 'G0' can parse 'n-pn'. This is to eliminate unseen training dataparsing, where the result of combination is not represented as 'w-[n]-[pn]-se' because this will parse the unseen 'w-n-se' and 'w-pn-se'.
C. Independent Incremental Learner
Supervised learning algorithms have generated parsers that can recognize examples that belong to the trained rules. However, in cases where the training set is later discovered to be inadequate, new examples must be added into the system and it needs to be re-built. Batch/traditional machine leaning methods cannot cope with this requirement owing to the traditional route by training a fixed system on a set of examples, followed by application of that system. When the training data is found to be insufficient the whole process needs to be repeated from scratch.
The initial stage of this research [14] has looked into feasibility of genetic algorithm (GA) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] as the solution to our problem. However, it was observed that GA methods have limitations in immediate adaptation to new data when the training data is found to be insufficient. In common with other traditional supervised learning methods, the system needs to be rebuilt from scratch which is time consuming and computationally expensive. There is also no guarantee that the resultant grammars are not dependent on the order in which training examples are presented. Hence in pursuit of better computational strategies, we move to incremental learning to support requirement of adaptation of various pattern and soft computing to cater for the imprecise and ambiguous nature of our data.
However, it is generally known that incremental learning suffers from instance order effects and that, under some orderings, extremely poor theories might be obtained. This algorithm has order-independent feature that ensures the result to be more flexible and robust. In each learning cycle, the set of learnt grammars evolve by incrementally (i) updating the content of the grammars to recognize newly added sentences, the size of grammar set does not change (ii) creating new grammar rule to recognize newly added instance, which increases the number of grammars (iii) ignore the new instance; because it is recognized by the learnt grammars. The evolving actions are performed by the suitable grammar combination operators.
III Text Fragment Extraction
This section discusses the specification of the experiments performed to evaluate the efficiency of IEFG to learn fuzzy grammar fragment patterns. The text fragment identification framework (Fig. 3) consists of a systematic process for (i) learning text grammar fragments for identifying instances of concepts in a text, and (ii) applying the rules to extract identified text fragment patterns in a document set. Given a set of user-defined terminal grammars, IEFG automatically builds the combined grammars that represent the set of training fragments. Then, the fragment identification determines the text fragments in application texts whose structure complies with the learned pattern by matching the texts with the combined grammars while the fragment highlighter highlights matching text fragments from the given texts.
A. Fragment Identification Schema
The text fragment extraction algorithm is described in Fig.  4 and comprises fragment identification and fragment highlight processes. The inputs are (i) a new text s x and (ii) a similarity threshold value. The fragment identification is broken into the (i) preparation of a set of text sequences (window searcher) and (ii) filtering text sequences whose memberships the grammar higher than a set threshold (filterer). The fragment highlighter highlights and extracts relevant fragments that conform to the learned grammars. In step (1) a variable named Results is initialized, which is the collection of extracted fragments. Then in step (2) the input sentence is split into an array of words, W m. Then for every learned grammar, the minimum and maximum length is obtained. Three additional variables are initialized: (i) start marks the starting position of the window searcher (ii) inputEnd marks the end of the window searcher for fragment identification (iii) window size is set to 2*max.
Step (8) until step (14) prepares the set of sequence of texts.
Step (15) filters and highlights the chunked sentences whose membership in the grammar is higher than the threshold. Confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performance of IEFG as event type identifier. Parameters used to observe the performance of wounded and dead count are (i) matched numbers which means IEFG-extracted values match exactly the WITS XML data (ii) unmatched numbers meaning the IEFG-extracted values do not match the XML tagged values. The victim type identification is also evaluated using matched and unmatched victim types. Naturally, the data involved are of different complexity; learning time expressions is much easier compared to classifying and identifying event types and victim types. Similarly, wounded and dead cases are simpler to recognize when the data are not represented as fuzzy numbers, contain intervals and are nested into many casualties. Fig. 5 shows examples of time expression data we observed. Table 4 shows the regex rules fully manually (hardcoded) for the time expression while Table 5 shows the automatic created time expression grammars. Note that similar variable names are used in both settings with the standard parameter handling in regex settings while in IEFG they are in the form of terminal grammars of type enumeration and basic regex. In Table 4 '\\s' represents whitespaces. Initialize min is the minimum length of the target grammar, max is the maximum length of the target grammar 5.
1) Time expression
Initialize start=0, 6.
Initialize inputEnd= number of words in sx 7.
Initialize window=2 * max 8.
WHILE (start<=inputEnd-min) 9.
IF(start+window-1>=inputEnd) THEN 10.
window=inputEnd-start END IF 11.
Initialize end=start+window-1 12.
Initialize (late|early)* daySplit (morning|afternoon|evening |night|day|daytime|dawn) Time at+"\\s?"+about+"\\s?"+hour+"\\s"+AMPM Time at\\s"+daySplit+"\\s" Time vague+"\\s?"+in+"\\s"+the+"\\s"+daySplit Time during+"\\s"+the+"\\s"+daySplit Time "(?i)at\\s"+the+"\\s"+same+"\\s"+time Time about+"\\s"+hour+"\\s((AM|PM)?)\\sand\\s"+hour+"\\s"+A MPM 
2) Event type identification
IEFG is used to learn the pattern of text fragments and its ability is measured by the correct extraction and labeling of the data. Table 6 shows the example of text fragments and the tagged event type in WITS. Table 7 shows text fragment examples for the learning of dead and wounded fragments with the involved victim type. The victim type is processed by detecting the mentioned people while the number of dead and wounded is found by detecting the numeric values in the fragment. The learning of 'Dead' incidents is by training fragments containing keywords such as 'killing','beheaded' and 'fatal'. The wounded incidents are detected using several keywords including 'wounding' and 'injuries'. Civilian, Police Officer, Non Official Public Figure, Religious Worker, Military, Student and Business are among the victim type classes. 
3) Wounded and dead count and victim type
killing two villagers 2 0 Civilian beheaded a police official 1 0 Police killed a lawyer 1 0 Non Official Public Figure injuring 18 others 0 18 Unknown no injuries 0 0 -
IV RESULT
This section discusses the result of the experiments performed to evaluate the efficiency of IEFG to learn fuzzy grammar fragment patterns. Table 8 shows the comparison of accuracy, true positive, false positive, true negative, false negative and precision score of event type identification between regex and IEFG. A true positive is a text sequence that represents a time and is tagged by the grammar fragment. A false positive is a text sequence that is tagged, but doesn't correspond to a grammar. A false negative is a text sequence that is not tagged, but does correspond to a grammar. A true negative would be a text sequence that is not a grammar and is not tagged. For example in the phrase "No group claimed responsibility" which does not comply with a time grammar and is not tagged as a time. If each word is taken separately, that would count as 4 true negatives; pairs of words = 3 false negatives, etc. Therefore, it does not make sense to observe true negatives in this case. PM", and "6:30 PM. While the latter extraction is arguably acceptable, the earlier extraction is more precise. Therefore, this indicates the need of using minimal combination rules in the regular grammar and fuzzy membership in order to calculate the longest and best matches to improve the extraction result. Our experience dealing with time expression learning using regex also proves a need of huge concentration to fully manually observe and build rules that cover the patterns across the data.
A. Time expression identification

B. Event type identification
The event type identification is carried out on data from January to May 2004. Table 9 shows the evaluation attributes generated from a confusion matrix. Among all three event types, bombing events are the most recognized followed by armed attack and arson. However, the highest score of each attribute are not monopolized by a certain class but spread over all event types. This emphasizes the nature of fuzziness in these data. Nonetheless, the high accuracy score of all event types at average 0.94 demonstrates the ability of IEFG to differentiate among the event classes as also shown by high true positive score. The low false positive score shows that IEFG is able to recognize the fragments that it has learnt. While the precision score of bombing and armed attack are high, on arson it is low because IEFG has identified a lot of false arson fragments. This is due to a limited training set of arson events during. This also happens because the rules are restricted in the sense that arson events usually involve texts such as building names and damaged utilities which are not focused during training. For example, IEFG fails to correctly identify arson event in this summary ' On 13 April 2004 
D. Overall Comparison
Results from the first experiment on time expressions show a similar performance between regex and IEFG. Naturally, the event type data in the second experiment has more variation than the time expression; each embedded incident event is to be identified by the crime cue such as (i) the action of the perpetrator i.e, hurled bombs indicate bombing events, (ii) the type of weapons used i.e, bombing events include the bomb types while time expressions contains less variation; a time expression is determined by a mention of period, duration, numerical value and time markers. The IEFG method is simpler in the development process than the regex method which is more suitable for more highly structured data like the time expression compared to more diverse data such as the event type, victim type and even the numerical detection in dead and wounded count. This is because IEFG deals with grammar classes and thus the grouping of enumerated keywords is more organized. The combination method also supports the learning process well and generates grammars that cover all the trained instances. During the experiment stage, it is observed that the fuzzy grammar method has allowed for correct identification of instances which are not explicitly trained. The method has allowed for matching of semantically-equal words defined in the grammars. The boundary of each event is fuzzy but results in event type and victim type identification demonstrate that IEFG method is able to differentiate the classes with high accuracy. Although the average correct identification of victim type is comparatively low at 64%, this is understandable because of the large range of victim types which are not seen in training.
V. CONCLUSION
In many applications it is useful to extract structured data from sections of unstructured text. However, there can be many variations and it is normally easier for a human to see the structure in a specific case such as representing it using regular expression than to define a universally applicable pattern using the same technique. This poses a need for an incremental evolving fuzzy grammar fragment (IEFG) method that can cope with learning similar structural text across the diverse text patterns. We learn the underlying grammar patterns of similar texts by exploiting both syntactic and semantic properties. Fuzzy membership quantifies the degree to which a text fragment belongs to a grammar class while fuzzy grammar similarity estimates the similarity between two grammars. The grammar combination method produces compact grammars where similar and interchangeable parts are marked. The evolving incremental learning allows immediate update with slight alteration to the set of learned grammars when they are found inadequate to support the new pattern. This avoids the rebuilding and retraining of the whole system. The independent order feature allows more robust combined fuzzy grammars. The efficiency of the algorithm is demonstrated using the World Terrorist Incidents Tracking System (WITS) data as golden standard. Results have shown that the fuzzy grammars built using this method can efficiently learn and recognize the fragments of time expressions, event types, wounded count, and dead count and victim types in terrorist incidents. Further work is ongoing to study on the creation of automatic terminal grammars and its evolutionary effect in order to provide a higher level of automation in the grammar learning.
